
PPG Meeting 4th December 2019 

Apologies: Mrs Knight, Mrs Stuttaford, Mrs Andrews, Mrs Lee, Mrs Andrews 

Attended: Mr Burrill, Mr & Mrs Vaughan, Mr Limbu, Mr Bridle, Mrs Shilling, Caron Browning, Dr 

Ruaux, Mr Morley, Mrs Martin & Carol Orchard, Mrs Hatton. 

Around the table done. 

1: Agreement of minutes: Agreed. Item 4 line 4 the 99007 was relating to the number of patients.  

2: Matters Arising 4th September 2019 

a) Patient Survey: Following on from the focus group meeting a draft survey was put together 

and circulated at the meeting. It was decided that we should be mindful of not confusing 

patients and that we would not list any services that require a GP referral. It was asked if the 

split should show the services as direct access or GP referral? This was agreed. We need to 

ensure we keep things simple. There is a difference between appointments and services and 

survey should not cause confusion. We want to establish what services patients are aware of 

and what ones they have accessed. It was put forward that we could have a list of 

appointments as an attachment showing a split between directly bookable and GP bookable. 

We will want to put the survey online as well as texting a link to patients and having paper 

copies available. It was agreed we would give patients the opportunity to mark the practice 

against the key CQC questions as these are good open questions. We would also add an 

option of would prefer not want to say in the gender section. At the bottom of the survey 

we will also give patients the opportunity to indicate if they would like to join the PPG by 

adding their contact details.  

 

b) Telephone lines: The new lines are now installed. We have had no reported issues of people 

being cut off and GP’s able to call out  and return calls quicker. We will look to shorten the 

message and improve options offered. The new service also gives good backup options in 

the event of a power cut. Mr Morley asked if we can have telephone call statistics to discuss. 

 

Terms Of Reference (TOR) for PPG. Caron circulated the updated TOR prior to the meeting.  

The TOR is a workable document but there is some overlap and one sentence purpose may 

be better to avoid repetition. Mr Burrill was happy to look at this. 

 

It was agreed that we do need a new chair and it should be a patient. It was agreed that the 

new chair would need greater access to people in the practice beyond the meeting.  

 

There was discussion around what do the PPG need from the practice and what 

responsibilities will the patients take on? Caron asked if anyone had any experience of other 

groups? Mr Morley has and felt that other groups have an increased profile in the practice 

via fundraising initiatives. Wye and Woodchurch have also recently run Health days, one of 

which was attended by Dr Rashid as a speaker. We could consider organising a Dementia or 

Diabetes table, which can be arranged by the PPG if assisted by practice.  

 



3: Dementia Action Alliance. Charlotte from the Dementia Action Alliance came to the surgery a 

couple of months ago to do a Dementia friends talk with the staff. She works at Girlings and 

volunteers for Alzheimer’s society. She visits organisations to discuss dementia friends scheme and 

increase understanding and encourage people to take action, she is also involved in the Ashford 

dementia action alliance. 

They have volunteers from members of the public, businesses and charities. They also work with 

Ashford Borough Council (ABC) to see how premises could be more dementia friendly and make 

taxis dementia friendly by making newly trained taxi drivers more aware. This scheme has been a 

success in Tonbridge. They have also produced an Ashford focussed leaflet that is helpful for people 

who are living with dementia locally. 

Local business can commit to become dementia friendly and can display a symbol to show they are 

working towards being dementia friendly. At Gatwick they started a hidden disability lanyard which 

Sainsbury’s have now rolled out. Anyone interested can collect a lanyard from the Ashford branch of 

Sainsbury’s. Marks & Spencer have also signed up. We have ordered some for the surgery. 

Rosie our Eye Clinic Manager has joined the Dementia Action Group. We have also passed details on 

to other surgeries. Phoenix group in Ashford are very active and work with organisations to help and 

advise them on dementia friendly design. Mrs Shilling said relatives of patients often struggle to 

know how to talk to them and need support. Charlotte said she is happy to do a Dementia Friends 

session for patients. Caron will arrange this.  

We currently have a Dementia drop in clinic here and there are lots of different support 

organisations at these events including a dementia consultant.   

4) Practice Update: Dr Ruaux-mentioned that we have employed a new prescribing nurse Sarah 

Claydon and a new practice and Diabetes nurse Marian Scholes.  Mrs Vaughan feedback that she 

thought our nurse prescriber Paul Hart was very good. Georgina our HCA is unfortunately for us 

leaving us to work with vulnerable children and we wish her every success. We have recruited a new 

HCA, Dawn Hunt to cover Georgina’s hours. 

Dr Hussain has also signed up as a locum on a long term contract together with Dr Mansi who is 

increasing to 4 days a week. Dr Sulaimon is working again and doing locum sessions for us and Dr 

Pun is now back from maternity leave. We have also employed a new receptionist Kristina who 

started 5-6 weeks ago.   

5) Election of Chair – We asked the group how would group like to do this? It was agreed that we 

would go around the table to see if anyone was interested in putting themselves forward. Mr Burrill 

would be happy to consider the role, but not until mid-2020. Mr Bridle was happy to do it as an 

interim chair. Mrs Shilling is happy to be vice chair.  It was mentioned again that we need more 

diversity and maybe a different time of meeting would help. We could consider alternating the times 

of the meetings. It was agreed we would add a question to the survey regarding this 

7) PCN PPG: If this is going to work then patients need to be listened to as the opinion was that at 

the old Ashford PPG this did not happen. Stour PCN want a cross fertilisation of groups to aid 

working together. There are a lot of things next year we need to try and tackle. We think it would 

mean sending a rep from each practice in the PCN. Ashford rural had a large event and felt a single 



newsletter for PCN would be good. We are not necessarily looking for one PPG; it is more about 

discussing services that can be offered at PCN level. We have 2 Ashford PCN’s so could we have 

meetings in common. This would help with obtaining relevant speakers. Caron will feed this back. Mr 

Morley felt there was a real need for PPG members to go to other meetings where wider issues are 

discussed. And we should do more to ensure everyone is aware of events taking place. The question 

was also asked if the PCN could allocate some funding for PPG groups to get training. 

8) PPG Activities- The PPG could help with health education events.  The issue of fund raising was 

discussed, and though some thought it can be divisive it is something we should consider further. 

One idea was that the PPG could do fundraising for charities and not the practice.  

Any Other Business- Mrs Shilling- fed back that at KATIE diabetes education course they were given 

a list of what GP’s should be doing for patients and she was the only one to be able to tick every box. 

This gave her a sense of safety. Caron mentioned that Dr Hussain is a GP with a specialist interest in 

Diabetes and we are doing even more to increase the level of care and resources in this area.  

Website- We are investing in a new website. We have looked at some good examples around the 

country that have better, clearer information and are more transactional. 

Receptionists – They do get a lot of verbal abuse. We will highlight our zero tolerance more. The 

group felt that reception deal with unacceptable patient attitude very well, but this is not acceptable 

and we must do more to challenge this. We do get a lot of positive comments and Carol Orchard has 

really helped to improve the reception team.  

Local Initiatives- Mr Morley said that some of the local 5 year plan initiatives are starting to become 

a reality. Kent and Medway care record will soon start which will enable the ambulance service to 

access patient data and communicate with other services more easily. Patient access to this record is 

planned to follow 12 months later. A new 111 contract is soon to be signed soon for Kent Medway 

and Sussex. The local Urgent Treatment Centre is planned to start in April and should really help GP’s 

focus on patients with long term issues. Dr Rashid is very involved in this and it will involve 111, GP 

and EKHUFT.  

New Housing Developments - Mr Vaughan is concerned how people moving into the new 

developments will access GP services and the pressure it will put on current practices. There are 

strategies in place to look at how they deal with this, but the lack of GP’s is the biggest issue and 

there is no answer to this at present.  

Access to GP – The phone message is focussed on patients calling for urgent care. We should look at 

the articulation to ensure patients are aware they can call to get routine care via telephone triage.  

Next Meeting- 11th march 2020 

 

 

 


